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Editorial

Bart Meuleman, Eldad Davidov & Daniel Seddig

Over the last decades, the increasing availability of comparative survey data has 
opened up a wide avenue of research opportunities for social scientists. Interna-
tional survey projects -such as the European Social Survey (ESS), the European 
(EVS) and World Values Studies (WVS), or the European Household Panel Study 
(EHPS)- measure a wide range of attitudes and behaviors with the explicit purpose 
of making comparisons across countries, regions or time points (Lynn, Japec, & 
Lyberg, 2005). The potential relevance of such comparisons is paramount. Besides 
identifying differences between contexts and cultures, comparative data is help-
ful in testing theories about social change and contextual influences on individual 
characteristics. The insight that comparison is a crucial methodological tool is not 
new, but is as old as social science itself. After all, Durkheim (1964, p. 139) already 
argued that “comparative sociology is not a particular branch of sociology: it is 
sociology itself”.

The advantages of the comparative design come at a methodological price, 
however. Collecting and analyzing cross-national survey data brings along addi-
tional methodological challenges (Berry et al., 1992; Harkness et al., 2003; Hark-
ness et al., 2010; van de Vijver & Leung 1997). Among a great many pressing 
methodological issues, comparative research hinges crucially on the assumption 
that measurements are comparable or equivalent (Horn & McArdle, 1992; Johnson 
1998; Davidov et al., 2014). Respondents in international surveys were socialized 
in different cultural backgrounds, speak different languages and have cultural-spe-
cific understandings of certain ideas and concepts. Therefore, it is not guaranteed 
that survey measurements travel successfully across national and cultural borders 
(Jowell et al., 2007). Equally important is to guarantee that measurements travel 
successfully across groups within countries (Davidov & Siegers, 2010; Sarrasin, 
Green, Berchtold & Davidov, 2012), across modes of data collection (Cieciuch & 
Davidov, 2016), or across time (Widaman, Ferrer, & Conger, 2010). Therefore, the 
validity of comparisons of survey measurements across groups and time is of great 
concern (Jowell, 1998). 

Fortunately, in recent years comparative researchers have increasingly 
acknowledged the importance of the comparability of measurements. A variety of 
methodologies have been proposed to assess to what extent survey measurements 
are cross-culturally equivalent (Davidov, Schmidt, Billiet & Meuleman, 2018). This 
special issue has the ambition to contribute to the contemporary debates on the 
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comparability of survey measures. By providing new tools, novel insights and orig-
inal applications in the field of measurement equivalence, this collection of papers 
advances our current knowledge on measurement equivalence.

A first set of three papers shows how measurement equivalence of multiple-
item scales can be tested using a multiple-group factor analytic approach. Wiebke 
Breustedt argues that the generalizability of theories on political trust requires that 
this concept should be measured in a comparable way. Analyzing data from vari-
ous rounds of the WVS by means of multiple group confirmatory factor analysis 
(MGCFA), Breustedt shows that this assumption should indeed not be taken for 
granted: Only in 19 out of 32 investigated democracies, configural invariance could 
be established. This important finding calls for a further development of cross-
culturally robust instruments to gauge citizens’ trust in public institutions. Maksim 
Rudnev and colleagues extend the popular MGCFA equivalence test to higher-
order factor models. This paper explains in detail which model constraints are nec-
essary to operationalize various levels of equivalence in second-order factor mod-
els. In addition, an empirical illustration evaluating the equivalence of Seeman’s 
second-order concept of alienation across eight countries is provided. The study by 
Vera Lomazzi addresses an important weakness in the MGCFA strategy, namely 
that the requirements for equivalence are very strict, especially when a comparison 
involves a large number of groups. Lomazzi proposes to use the recently intro-
duced alignment optimization procedure as an alternative for the common MGCFA 
model. Analyzing the gender role attitudes scale in the WVS across 59 countries, 
the results indicate that the alignment procedure is less strict and suggests that valid 
comparisons are possible across a wider range of countries than when the classical 
MGCFA model is used.

Two papers investigate how particularities of languages and writing might 
affect cross-cultural comparability. Dagmar Krebs and Yaacov G. Bachner tackle 
the intriguing question how the direction of writing – left to right vs. right to left 
- interacts with the way in which respondents use response scales. After all, respon-
dents can pick up information from response scales (incremental or decremental) 
and factor this in their response behavior. To test this expectation, the authors ana-
lyze data from a split-ballot design among German and Israeli students. The results 
indicate that clear response-order effects are present, but that they are very similar 
in left-to-right (German) and right-to-left (Hebrew) reading directions. Diana Zav-
ala-Rojas studies if the language in which a survey was conducted has a noticeable 
impact on measurements of various political attitudes among bilingual citizens. 
Concretely, bilingual respondents’ institutional trust and satisfaction with politics 
and economy were measured twice in a different language. Within-subject equiva-
lence tests show measurements are largely equivalent across the language of survey 
administration, even if the correlation between two language-versions of a latent 
variable is not identical to 1. Summarizing, the message of these two papers is opti-
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mistic: If the necessary precautions are taken, characteristics of languages are not 
insurmountable for comparative researchers. 

Finally, the paper by Silke L. Schneider draws our attention to the impor-
tant message that equivalence not only matters for subjective concepts measured 
by multiple items. Also objective social-structural characteristics, such as educa-
tional attainment, need to be measured in a comparable way. Schneider assesses 
the comparability of the education variable included in PIAAC (Programme for 
the International Assessment of Adult Competencies). Equivalence is evaluated 
from the perspective of construct validity, that is, by looking at the relationship 
with respondents’ general skills. The study shows that especially decisions to col-
lapse the detailed education variable into a smaller number of categories challenge 
comparability, and identifies several pitfalls in the educational attainment variables 
currently used in comparative research (such as the lack of differentiation between 
general and vocational training).
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